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Key points
In 2003, Engineers Australia assessed
New South Wales infrastructure as
slightly below adequate and in need of
major changes.

other consumer and business products, just-in-time
logistics do not work for infrastructure; it turns
into a barrier to productivity growth rather than an
enabler. Too often infrastructure provision has been
reactionary.

The public sector response was cumulative
infrastructure construction to the value of $55.4
billion in real terms between 2003-04 and 200910, averaging $7.9 billion in real terms annually.
The corresponding private sector infrastructure
build is more difficult to evaluate because a
large proportion of it was built in support of
specific resources projects. Also, business and
the community have limited access to that
infrastructure. Resources infrastructure enhances
the productivity of the resources sector and makes
a valuable contribution to the state economy. In
contrast, public sector infrastructure is typically
widely accessible to business and the community,
enabling it to play a critical role in economic growth.

This report examines what has changed in NSW
infrastructure since the 2010 IRC. The analysis
is based on Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
statistics on engineering construction, which are
reliable indicators of infrastructure development
and construction completed on other engineering
assets. While the statistics aren’t ideal, they are
the most reliable ones available. Responsibility for
improved infrastructure information and statistics
lies with government infrastructure agencies at all
levels. Engineers Australia has argued that better
and more comprehensive infrastructure information
is an integral part of greater transparency and
community engagement. This would allow
existing infrastructure to be better utilised and
for more coherent decisions to proceed with new
infrastructure projects.

The New South Wales cumulative public sector
infrastructure, completed in the seven years leading
to the 2010 Engineers Australia Infrastructure
Report Card (IRC), was a large increase over
historical levels. It was the response the 2003 IRC
was looking for. However, the state’s population
increased by 7.9 per cent during this time while
its economy grew by 11.2 per cent. Both factors
increased demand pressure on infrastructure
services, which was reflected in a marginally
changed 2010 IRC assessment. New South Wales’s
infrastructure was seen to improve to adequate, but
still requiring major changes.

Long-term economic and population
growth in New South Wales have been
below the national average.
In recent years, state population growth has
increased to be slightly higher than the national
rate. While national economic growth has slowed,
in New South Wales it has increased since the 2003
IRC and is now on par with national growth.
Public sector infrastructure completed between
2010-11 and 2014-15 was cumulative $52.3
billion, and averaged $10.5 billion per year in
real terms. To this we add the private sector’s
contribution, but with the caveat discussed above. A
key issue is that annual public sector infrastructure
completions peaked in 2011-12 and have fallen
each year since. Completions in 2014-15 were
down 24.1 per cent from the peak and the rate of
decline has been accelerating. In part, this result is
due to the state Government’s use of public private
partnerships for infrastructure development. Private
sector infrastructure completions peaked later, in
2012-13, and have also fallen. In 2014-15 they
were 9.6 per cent lower than its peak.

Engineers Australia supports
infrastructure development because
it enables productivity and economic
growth.
Productivity growth has been responsible for almost
all historical improvements in Australia’s living
standards and the Australian Treasury, among other
reputable authorities, expect this to continue in the
future. Unless Australia becomes more productive
living standards will stagnate or, more likely, fall
as population ages. Engineers Australia believes
that all states and territories must be active in
this area. With this in mind we believe that, unlike
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Since the 2010 IRC, the population has grown a
further 5.7 per cent and the economy has grown by
a further 8.8 per cent. Average annual infrastructure
construction for the two sectors combined was
29.1 per cent higher at $15.1 billion per year, but
49.2 per cent of the increase in average annual
construction was on roads and 37.4 per cent
was on electricity and gas infrastructure. Almost
all the remaining 13.4 per cent of the increase
was in railways and ports. Improvement in roads
infrastructure is likely, but this view is tempered by
persistent road congestion in major urban areas.
There has been some controversy about the large
increase in construction of upgraded electricity
transmission facilities and no progress in replacing
ageing generation assets.

New commencements have also fallen rapidly for
four successive years. Commencements in 2014-15
are less than the equivalent of a year’s work at the
present rate of completion. These figures suggest
that it will not be long before non-infrastructure
components of NSW engineering construction are
back to pre-resource boom levels.
The results in this report suggest that there has
been some improvement in NSW electricity
infrastructure, but this change will not necessarily
be regarded as an improvement by all. At this
stage one can say there has been considerable
road construction that has not led to a reduction
in congestion. On balance, combined with the
downwards trajectory in infrastructure completed,
we believe there is no basis for changing the status
of NSW infrastructure from its 2010 rating; that is,
adequate and in need of major change.

There is no basis
for changing the
status of NSW
infrastructure
from its 2010 rating;
that is, adequate
and in need of
major change.

During the last election campaign, the NSW
Government put forward bold infrastructure plans
contingent on the privatisation of some existing
infrastructure assets. The scope of these plans was
consistent with a need to significantly increase
infrastructure investment. It is also consistent with
the overview conveyed by the trends analysed in
this report. NSW infrastructure is in the process of
being improved, and this is evident in the trends
for new infrastructure commencements and the
amount of uncompleted infrastructure work in
the system. As this work is completed there will
be a more robust basis for upgrading the NSW
infrastructure rating.

The impact of the resources boom in NSW is
almost over. Completions of non-infrastructure
components of engineering construction,
mainly resources projects, have fallen rapidly as
uncompleted construction works its way through
the system. But there is the equivalent of about
two years of work outstanding at the present rate
of completion. The key issue here is the impact of
commodity price falls on uncompleted projects.
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Introduction
Engineers Australia has drawn attention to problems
with NSW’s infrastructure in its Infrastructure Report
Cards, the first of which was released in 20031, then
updated in 2010.

While there
have been many
infrastructure
improvements in
the past decade,
Engineers
Australia
is far from
convinced that
governments
have adequately
dealt with
the problems
identified.

While there have been many infrastructure
improvements in the past decade, Engineers
Australia is far from convinced that governments
have adequately dealt with the problems
identified. This position is supported by a
recent report on public infrastructure by the
Productivity Commission2, particularly in relation to
infrastructure planning and governance.
The Commission also recently released an update
on Australia’s productivity progress3. In 2013-14,
Australia’s multi-factor productivity growth was
0.4 per cent compared to an average of 0.8 per
cent per year between 1973-74 and 2013-14.
Of the 12 market sector industries examined, six
recorded increases in multi-factor productivity and
six recorded falls. The report also emphasised that
public infrastructure and its efficient provision was
essential for productivity growth and repeated the
recommendations it proposed in its infrastructure
report, particularly those dealing with governance
arrangements. This included processes dealing
with project selection, project financing and
ongoing operations.
Engineers Australia’s last assessment of the status
of NSW’s infrastructure was in 2010. This indicated
that the state’s infrastructure at the time was
just adequate to cope with current and future
requirements. In the four years to June 2014, the
state economy expanded by 9.1 per cent in real
terms and by more in the year since. Furthermore,
the state’s population has increased by 6.8 per
cent in the past five years. Both changes signal
that more infrastructure services were needed
simply to maintain the status quo. The key question
is whether status quo is good enough. When
productivity growth is low and infrastructure is
just adequate, are the pre-conditions for improved
standards of living in place?

1
2
3

See https://www.engineersaustralia.org.au/infrastructure-report-card
Productivity Commission, Public Infrastructure Inquiry Report, No 71, May 2014, www.pc.gov.au
Productivity Commission, Productivity Update, July 2015, www.pc.gov.au
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Engineers Australia’s
Principles for
Infrastructure
Development
Engineers Australia is committed to the
view that infrastructure is the essential
enabler of productivity growth, vital to
preserve our current standard of living.
This argument applies equally at state and
national levels.

• Infrastructure must be managed to advance
socio-economic goals not political ones.

To be effective, infrastructure must
be fit for purpose, and the flow of
infrastructure services needs to move
ahead of population growth and economic
growth. It should also use the best
available technology to manage existing
infrastructure assets and to develop
new ones.

• Infrastructure planning is not optional – it is
an integral role of government.

Any new infrastructure development
should encompass the following
principles:

• Infrastructure planning without land use
planning is not sensible.

• The private sector is a key player, which
means infrastructure is not the exclusive
preserve of governments.
• Infrastructure must be managed
sustainability and over its full expected life.
• Infrastructure governance must be rigorous
and be removed from political agenda.
• ICT-enabled infrastructure delivers more
value for money, especially in coordinated
system.
• Short-term acquisition practices should
be discarded in favour of whole of life
considerations.

4
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The state of
infrastructure in NSW
OUR APPROACH AND RESEARCH DATA

These statistics relate to additions to the
infrastructure stock through work completed on
new infrastructure assets. The ABS protocols
differentiate the statistics from financial figures
that appear in budgets and news accounts. As
these protocols are applied consistently over
time, the resulting trends are reliable indicators of
infrastructure changes.

Infrastructure has been very topical in NSW in
recent years. Progress on new projects is fairly
evident throughout Sydney and, to a lesser
extent, elsewhere in the state. There has been
considerable institutional change with the formation
of Infrastructure NSW and government decisions
to reform some government agencies responsible
for infrastructure and its delivery. Politicians are
naturally inclined to highlight the progress made
and this has added to the perception that a lot is
going on.

There has been
considerable institutional
change with the formation
of Infrastructure NSW and
government decisions to
reform some government
agencies responsible
for infrastructure and
its delivery.

But the perennial problem when it comes to
infrastructure is objective information. In its recent
report on public infrastructure, the Productivity
Commission experienced difficulties and resorted to
a patchwork of available statistics.
Reports about the state’s infrastructure strategy
and its implementation have improved the situation
in NSW immeasurably. However, we’re still lacking
contemporary information about the status of
existing infrastructure, how well it is delivering
services and whether or not the flow of services is
keeping up with population and economic growth.
Reliance on rigorous quantitative assessments
of new project proposals remains an uncertain
business, and remnants of the common ‘statues and
edifices’ approach can still be found.

Changes since 2010, the year of the last Engineers
Australia infrastructure assessment, are compared
to the long-term trends and developments in the
most recent year. The period examined is from June
1991 to June 2015.

This report puts contemporary developments in
NSW into perspective by looking at Australian
Bureau of Statistics (ABS) data on engineering
construction. This data provides reliable and
objective measures for:

Historically, governments primarily developed
Australia’s infrastructure with nearly all work
undertaken by public sector agencies. Gradually,
more and more work was contracted to private
sector businesses for implementation. There is
now increasing private sector involvement in
the development, ownership and delivery of
infrastructure services through new financial
arrangements. Some governments have chosen to
privatise certain infrastructure assets along with
the ongoing responsibility for new investment in
these infrastructure assets. This has been limited

• On-the-ground progress of
infrastructure projects
• How much engineering construction has
been completed
• What remains in the system
• What new work has commenced.
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in NSW, but arrangements in the electricity sector
are in hand. These developments mean that it is no
longer sufficient to monitor trends in public sector
engineering construction.

Reliance on
rigorous
quantitative
assessments
of new project
proposals
remains an
uncertain
business, and
remnants of the
common ‘statues
and edifices’
approach can
still be found.

In this report we use the Infrastructure Australia
definition of economic infrastructure. This
includes roads, bridges, railways, harbours, the
electricity sector, the water and sewerage sector
and telecommunications assets. It is debateable
whether or not recreational facilities should
also be included, but in this report they are not.
Changes in engineering construction on resources
sector facilities, heavy industry and uncategorised
activities are also briefly examined to establish
a basis for judging the connection between socalled resources-related activity and changes in
conventional infrastructure. In all asset classes
examined, the trends in public and private sector
activity are compared. All statistics have been
deflated and are expressed in constant 201213 prices.
Unfortunately, ABS statistics do not delineate
between cities in each state, so this report will
analyse the state as a whole. Also, the statistics do
not delineate the infrastructure connecting cities
and supporting specific economic projects. This
means private sector engineering construction
designed to service mines, gas and oil wells, and
other resources facilities are compounded with
statistics relating to private sector engineering
construction on more conventional infrastructure.
In states where this type of private sector activity
is high, the best measures of infrastructure
development are public sector trends with
qualitative assessments of private sector trends as
a supplement.
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New South Wales:
the state in context
Both GDP and population growth have been higher at
the national level than in NSW. The state’s real Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) increased by 82.4 per cent
from $278 billion in June 1991 to $506.9 billion
in June 2015. The state’s population increased by
28.8 per cent from 5.9 million to 7.6 million over the
same period and the standard of living, as measured
by real GDP per person, increased from $47,414
per person to $66,996 per person. Table 1, which
summarises average annual growth rates at different
times, analyses these changes and compares the NSW
experience to that of Australia as a whole.

Engineers Australia assessed the state’s
infrastructure as less than adequate in 2003
and just adequate in 2010. During this period
there were significant increases in infrastructure
investment and a significant part of this was
essential to cope with population and economic
expansion. Since the 2010 assessment, state
economic and population growth have increased.
When evaluating infrastructure changes since
2010, these relationships set critically important
benchmarks.
Growth is not evenly distributed in the state and,
while projections of the future are always fraught,
the ABS has prepared projections of Australia’s
future population in states and territories and in
each capital city4. These projections suggest that
by 2030, well within the lives of many current
infrastructure assets, NSW’s population will
increase by 19.0 per cent to 9.04 million. However,
the pattern of population growth is expected to
be strongly skewed towards metropolitan Sydney
where the population is expected to grow by 24.9
per cent to 6.13 million, compared to 8.3 per cent
growth to 2.91 million in the rest of the state. This
skew shows the pressure on existing infrastructure
to continue delivering high-quality infrastructure
services. It also shows the distributional pressures
faced by decision-makers when contemplating
infrastructure investment decisions.

Overall, national economic growth has slowed, but
NSW growth has recovered following a period of
lower growth when resources were attracted to
the boom in Queensland and Western Australia.
In 2015, the state’s growth was almost identical
to national growth. It’s also important to note
that improvements to the standard of living have
slowed both nationally and in the state. In NSW,
the combination of lower economic and population
growth has yielded improvements in the standard
of living just below national levels. A population that
is growing faster helps to increase the size of the
economy, but unless there is productivity growth,
further improvements in the standards of living
could slow.

TABLE 1: USEFUL GROWTH BENCHMARK STATISTICS (AVERAGE ANNUAL %)
Location
Period

4

NSW
GDP

Australia

GDP/Person

Population

GDP

GDP/Person

Population

1990-91 to 2014-15

2.5

1.5

1.1

3.2

1.9

1.3

2003-04 to 2014-15

2.1

0.9

1.2

2.9

1.3

1.6

2010-11 to 2014-15

2.3

1.0

1.3

2.6

1.1

1.6

2014-15

2.4

0.9

1.5

2.5

0.8

1.4

ABS, Population Projections, Australia, 2012 to 2101, November 2013, Cat No 3222.0, www.abs.gov.au
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Trends in engineering
construction
In 1990-91, the public sector undertook the majority
(75.2 per cent) of engineering construction with $5.7
billion of work completed compared to $1.8 billion
completed by the private sector (both figures expressed
in real terms).

Much of what is illustrated in Figure 1 falls within
Engineers Australia’s definition of infrastructure.
Figure 2 demonstrates the differences between
engineering construction on infrastructure, and
engineering construction on recreation, heavy
industry, and other engineering construction for the
public sector.

Figure 1 shows that during the next 10 years
growth was fairly modest followed by a period
of strong growth, with the majority coming from
the private sector. Private sector engineering
construction peaked at $11.5 billion in 2012-13
and public sector engineering construction peaked
a year earlier with $11.8 billion in 2011-12. Since
these peaks, trends have been contractionary and in
2014-15, the public sector completed $11.8 billion
in engineering construction and the private sector
completed $7.6 billion, reaching an overall total of
$16.8 billion.

Public sector engineering construction is primarily
infrastructure. Most of the gap between the
infrastructure and total engineering construction
trends is accounted for by engineering construction
on recreational facilities. In 1990-91 this accounted
for 65.3 per cent of the gap; in 2010-11 it
accounted for 97.6 per cent, and in 2014-15 it
accounted for 98.9 per cent. Detailed statistics
for public sector engineering construction on the
various types of infrastructure assets are shown
in Table 2. Non-infrastructure components are
discussed later in the document.

FIGURE 1: CUMULATIVE PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION, NSW, 1990-91 TO 2014-15

9
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FIGURE 2: TRENDS IN THE MAIN COMPONENTS OF PUBLIC SECTOR ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION,
NSW, 1990-91 TO 2014-15

FIGURE 3: TRENDS IN THE MAIN COMPONENTS OF PRIVATE SECTOR ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION,
NSW, 1990-91 TO 2014-15
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The private sector equivalent to Figure 2 is Figure
3. The pronounced difference between the trends
in Figure 3 can be primarily attributed to private
sector engineering construction on resources
sector facilities.

$11.5 billion in total engineering construction. This
year, the gap between the two measures was $6.2
billion, 82.4 per cent of which was in the resources
and heavy industry sectors.
Where private engineering construction on
infrastructure facilities was specifically needed to
support the resources sector facilities, it has been
included in the infrastructure tally. This means
construction of a coal mine, for example, is included
in engineering construction on the resources sector,
but construction of the rail line that transports
coal from mine to port and the port facilities

In 1990-91, private sector engineering construction
on infrastructure was $1 billion in real terms and
total engineering construction was $1.8 billion;
the gap between the two was $808.4 million, 71.4
per cent of which was in the resources sector and
heavy industry. At its peak in 2012-13, the private
sector completed $5.2 billion in infrastructure and

TABLE 2: PUBLIC SECTOR ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION ON INFRASTRUCTURE,
NSW, 1990-91 TO 2014-15, $M IN 2012-13 PRICES
Year

Roads

Bridges etc

Electricity &
Pipes

Water &
Sewerage

Telecommunications

Infrastructure

1990-91

1861.4

749.0

811.3

745.6

1324.0

5491.2

1991-92

1677.5

617.2

892.9

917.9

1109.9

5215.4

1992-93

2024.1

740.1

742.3

818.9

1246.4

5571.9

1993-94

2289.3

849.5

596.9

853.2

971.6

5560.6

1994-95

2014.8

1066.6

773.9

571.4

1279.7

5706.4

1995-96

1882.7

1333.4

530.2

518.3

1449.0

5713.7

1996-97

1813.1

1681.6

477.8

320.0

1717.0

6009.6

1997-98

2278.7

1175.7

430.9

417.4

1826.4

6129.1

1998-99

2305.8

977.7

612.2

427.6

1883.5

6206.8

1999-00

2388.7

742.2

987.2

785.3

2049.0

6952.4

2000-01

2339.3

701.6

941.9

793.4

1984.3

6760.6

2001-02

2025.4

857.1

1197.3

568.5

1698.1

6346.4

2002-03

2281.8

926.2

1314.3

655.6

1434.9

6612.9

2003-04

2167.3

1232.9

1490.3

690.5

1026.1

6607.0

2004-05

2263.4

1420.0

1319.8

734.2

1144.9

6882.3

2005-06

2609.3

1368.9

1602.1

872.9

1399.8

7852.9

2006-07

2286.7

1281.8

1723.7

954.3

560.3

6806.7

2007-08

2478.6

1242.9

1919.7

1497.3

15.1

7153.6

2008-09

3532.6

1540.6

2749.6

1826.0

10.5

9659.2

2009-10

3173.9

2575.5

2984.9

1659.7

36.1

10430.0

2010-11

3943.2

3020.3

3204.2

1098.4

39.3

11305.4

2011-12

4376.1

2329.9

3501.2

1144.2

183.2

11534.6

2012-13

5050.6

1592.5

3382.3

879.3

171.8

11076.6

2013-14

4839.4

1182.2

2562.1

753.0

258.3

9594.9

2014-15

4816.0

1007.7

1772.4

708.5

449.2

8753.8
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construction are included in the appropriate
infrastructure asset category in Table 3.

Infrastructure spill overs
from the resources boom
overstate private sector
infrastructure statistics.

Although the mine-related infrastructure is essential
and contributes to overall economic growth,
this type of infrastructure provides services to a
restricted range of activities, distinguishing it from
more generally accessible infrastructure provided by
the public sector. In other words, infrastructure spill
overs from the resources boom overstate private
sector infrastructure statistics.

TABLE 3: PRIVATE SECTOR ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION ON INFRASTRUCTURE,
NSW, 1990-91 TO 2014-15, $M IN 2012-13 PRICES
Year

Roads

Bridges etc

Electricity &
Pipes

Water &
Sewerage

Telecommunications

Infrastructure

1990-91

825.6

59.9

44.8

102.8

2.1

1035.2

1991-92

802.2

14.8

41.7

61.1

2.4

922.1

1992-93

477.6

12.0

69.9

74.0

28.0

661.5

1993-94

548.9

46.3

76.9

212.0

48.5

932.7

1994-95

478.1

18.2

136.4

366.5

38.2

1037.4

1995-96

666.8

50.0

208.2

487.4

97.1

1509.4

1996-97

752.3

31.5

134.0

108.8

113.4

1140.0

1997-98

792.7

101.5

120.2

92.7

49.7

1156.7

1998-99

972.3

111.1

148.8

105.3

40.4

1377.9

1999-00

786.6

29.8

394.0

137.6

245.8

1593.9

2000-01

641.5

47.3

284.2

141.4

489.9

1604.3

2001-02

611.1

56.1

125.3

83.8

161.4

1037.8

2002-03

1049.4

35.6

146.8

202.3

183.5

1617.6

2003-04

2045.7

58.1

156.6

361.4

487.4

3109.2

2004-05

2794.0

173.6

166.2

279.3

552.4

3965.4

2005-06

2405.1

233.1

310.8

304.9

697.2

3951.1

2006-07

1022.5

188.0

597.1

299.5

1712.5

3819.6

2007-08

867.5

158.7

793.6

562.5

1655.7

4037.9

2008-09

718.8

234.6

1222.4

448.1

1381.8

4005.7

2009-10

454.9

223.5

633.9

380.2

1391.0

3083.5

2010-11

946.3

517.9

743.4

445.3

1128.2

3781.1

2011-12

1020.5

419.0

736.2

369.3

1557.7

4102.7

2012-13

1755.3

339.2

1013.0

525.8

1652.3

5285.6

2013-14

1265.8

489.0

1350.9

489.8

1659.2

5254.7

2014-15

930.4

804.2

1057.5

324.8

1660.0

4776.8
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Asset growth
rates
It is important to understand how specific asset classes
are growing over these time periods.

By 2014-15, public sector engineering construction
on infrastructure had fallen by 16.1 per cent to $8.8
billion and private sector engineering construction
increased to its peak in 2012-13 before settling
back to $4.8 billion (both figures expressed in
constant 2012-13 prices). Overall, engineering
construction was about 0.4 per cent lower in 201415 than it was in 2009-10.

When Engineers Australia last assessed NSW’s
infrastructure, public sector engineering
construction was $10.5 billion and private sector
engineering construction was $3.1 billion (both
figures expressed in constant 2012-13 prices). The
relative sector shares were 76.9 per cent public and
23.1 per cent private.

TABLE 4: SUMMARY OF AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH RATES, INFRASTRUCTURE COMPONENTS,
NSW, PRIVATE & PUBLIC SECTORS

Period

Roads

Bridges etc

Electricity &
Pipes

Water &
Sewerage

Telecommunications

Infrastructure

Private Sector
1990-91 to 2014-15

8.0

40.6

23.9

18.6

90.0

10.0

2003-04 to 2014-15

10.4

42.2

24.7

9.8

29.8

12.4

2010-11 to 2014-15

26.7

40.4

13.1

0.4

5.1

10.1

2014-15

-26.5

64.5

-21.7

-33.7

0.0

-9.1

Public Sector
1990-91 to 2014-15

4.9

4.0

5.8

3.2

24.1

2.4

2003-04 to 2014-15

7.4

4.1

4.4

3.0

46.3

3.1

2010-11 to 2014-15

9.2

-15.6

-8.4

-14.6

98.7

-3.1

2014-15

-0.5

-14.8

-30.8

-5.9

73.9

-8.8

Both Sectors Combined
1990-91 to 2014-15

4.6

5.9

7.5

4.5

3.6

3.4

2003-04 to 2014-15

6.7

8.2

6.9

3.7

4.0

4.6

2010-11 to 2014-15

11.0

-6.1

-4.1

-12.4

10.2

0.2

2014-15

-5.9

8.4

-27.9

-16.9

10.0

-8.9
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These results highlight the importance of
considering the background economic and
population growth shown in Table 1. Annual
infrastructure completed peaked two years after the
2010 IRC assessment and has been falling since.
Yet both the rate of economic growth and the rate
of population growth have increased in NSW.

Overall, engineering
construction was
about 0.4 per cent
lower in 2014-15 than
it was in 2009-10.

TABLE 5: SUMMARY OF AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH RATES, REMAINING COMPONENTS,
ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION, NSW, PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTORS

Period

Infrastructure

Resources & Heavy
Industry

Recreation &
Other

Total
Non-infrastructure

Total Engineering
Construction

Private Sector
1990-91 to 2014-15

10.0

10.7

8.3

8.9

8.4

2003-04 to 2014-15

12.4

16.0

7.6

12.9

11.4

2010-11 to 2014-15

10.1

1.0

2.2

0.8

5.0

2014-15

-9.1

-33.7

-7.2

-28.7

-17.6

Public Sector
1990-91 to 2014-15

2.4

98.1

8.6

8.8

2.4

2003-04 to 2014-15

3.1

179.3

12.6

15.1

3.3

2010-11 to 2014-15

-3.1

143.1

8.3

8.7

-2.8

2014-15

-8.8

-74.8

-5.2

-8.0

-8.7

Both Sectors Combined
1990-91 to 2014-15

3.4

9.8

6.9

7.7

3.9

2003-04 to 2014-15

4.6

15.6

8.2

12.2

5.7

2010-11 to 2014-15

0.2

0.9

3.8

1.1

0.1

2014-15

-8.9

-33.9

-6.4

-26.4

-13.0
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Roads
Road construction was the most important area
of NSW infrastructure development in 199091, accounting for 40.9 per cent of the state’s
infrastructure construction. NSW completed $2.7
billion (in real terms) in engineering construction on
roads at that time and over the next 25 years annual
road construction more than doubled to $5.7 billion in
real terms.

between 2002-03 and 2006-07. There was a
second surge in private sector construction from
2010-11 to 2012-12, but this is now dissipating.
This unusual pattern is responsible for the high
average growth rates recorded in Table 4. In 201415, private sector road construction in NSW was
$930.4 million and had fallen by 26.5 per cent from
the previous year.
With the exception of the private sector surge
10 years ago, the bulk of NSW road construction
has been by the public sector, that is, directly
constructed by NSW public sector agencies or
by private construction entities under contract to
public sector agencies.

Figure 4 expresses the trends in private and
public sector engineering construction on roads,
highways and subdivisions in constant 2012-13
prices and also covers parking areas, cycle paths,
airport runways, pedestrian and vehicle overpasses,
traffic lights, roundabouts, associated road drainage
works, street and highway lighting, road resurfacing,
kerbing and guttering and road tunnels.

In 1990-91, public sector road construction was
$1.9 billion and accounted for a third of NSW
public infrastructure construction. Long-term
average growth in public sector road construction
was 4.9 per cent per year. Annual growth was much
slower before the millennium and then gradually
accelerated. The highest rates of growth have

Long-term growth in road construction has
averaged 4.6 per cent per year in NSW.
Construction in the private sector followed a fairly
flat trend distorted by a strong period of growth

FIGURE 4: TRENDS IN PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION
ON ROADS, NSW, 1990-91 TO 2014-15
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occurred after 2008 and peaked at $5.1 billion
in 2012-13. However, it has fallen in each of the
subsequent two years, dropping 0.5 per cent from
the previous year in 2014-15.

There has been
a pronounced
increase in real
average annual
road construction
since the 2010
report, suggesting
there has been some
improvement in the
state’s roads, but
this view contrasts
with the increased
road congestion.

In 2010, NSW roads were assessed as less than
adequate and major changes were required for
roads to be fit for purpose. This assessment
comprised two quite different parts; national roads
were assessed as good with only minor changes
required, but state and local roads were assessed as
poor with critical changes required.
Since the IRC, NSW engineering construction on
roads increased for three years and then fell for two
years. Despite the fall in construction recorded in
2014-15, the level of construction that year was
well above any year between the 2004 and 2010
IRCs. In the period between the 2004 and 2010
IRCs, NSW road construction was an average of
$4.1 billion per year. In the five years since the
2010 IRC, average annual roads construction has
been 40.6 per cent higher at $5.8 billion per year.
In 2014-15, road construction in NSW was $5.8
billion in real terms and accounted for 42.6 per cent
of NSW infrastructure construction.
Taking into account the falls in NSW road
construction in each of the last two years, there has
been a pronounced increase in real average annual
road construction since the 2010 IRC, suggesting
there has been some improvement in the state’s
roads, but this view contrasts with the increased
road congestion.
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Bridges, Railways
and Harbours
An unfortunate aspect of the ABS Engineering
Construction Survey is that state and territory
statistics for infrastructure asset classes are not
available for individual classes. Some asset classes are
therefore aggregated to avoid encountering standard
error problems. The first of these is bridges, railways
and harbours.

retaining walls, docks and piers, terminals,
wharves, dredging works and marinas.
In 1990-91, engineering construction completed
on bridges, railways and harbours in NSW was
$808.8 million in constant 2012-13 prices and
almost all was constructed by the public sector.
This work accounted for 12.3 per cent of the state’s
infrastructure that year. Over the subsequent 25
years, annual construction has been characterised
by large cyclical swings with prominent peaks in
1996-97, 2005-06 and 2010-11. These peaks are
clearly evident in Figure 5.

Figure 5 represents the trends in the following
types of engineering infrastructure, expressed in
constant 2012-13 prices:
• Bridges that support roads, railways, causeways
and elevated highways

The trajectory in Figure 5 means that there is little
point looking at long-term growth rates. However,
several key points can be made:

• Railways: tracklaying, overhead power lines
and signals, platforms, tramways, tunnels for
underground railways and fuel hoppers

• Public sector dominance of this area of
construction has persisted, although there has

• Harbours: boat and yacht basins, breakwaters,

FIGURE 5: TRENDS IN PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION
ON BRIDGES, RAILWAYS AND HARBOURS, NSW, 1990-91 TO 2014-15
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been increasing private sector activity since
about 2003-04.

There have
been some
improvements
in port
infrastructure
and a strong start
has been made
to address the
rail deficiencies,
particularly
issues relating
to metropolitan
passenger rail
identified in the
2010 report.

• The most recent peak in activity, $3.6 billion,
occurred in 2010-11, the year after the last
NSW IRC. Peak construction in this group of
assets then fell rapidly for four years, with
construction by the public sector falling back to
2003-04 levels.
• Construction by the private sector has been
increasing and has grown by over 40 per cent
per year since the 2010 IRC and by over 64 per
cent in 2014-15. This trend reflects the privatepublic partnership mechanism used to construct
the North West rail link and is now strong
enough to overcome the fall in public sector
construction. Despite this, the overall level of
construction in this category in 2014-15 was
similar to 2008-09 in real terms.
The 2010 IRC assessed NSW rail infrastructure as
poor, requiring critical changes to be fit for purpose,
and NSW ports infrastructure as adequate, but in
need of major changes to be fit for purpose. The
high levels of construction in 2010-11 and 201112 reflects the priority given to ports improvements
at the time. There have also been improvements on
the south west rail link, the southern Sydney freight
line and the Hunter Valley Coal Network capacity.
Progress on the North West rail link and the CBD
metro has been comparatively slow, but elements
of construction on these projects are included in
the figures since 2010. In particular, the increase in
private sector construction shows the progress on
the North West rail link.
The aggregation of statistics in this area complicates
comment on changes since 2010. From what we
know, there have been some improvements in port
infrastructure and a strong start has been made
to address the rail deficiencies, particularly issues
relating to metropolitan passenger rail identified
in the 2010 IRC. At this stage, it’s probably too
early to reassess rail infrastructure, but as projects
continue a conclusion is inevitable.
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Electricity Generation and
Transmission and Pipelines
At the national level, separate engineering construction
statistics are available for the electricity and
pipeline sectors. At the state level, these statistics
are aggregated. Electricity statistics include power
stations, substations, hydro-electric generating
plants, associated work for towers and transmission
and distribution lines. In NSW, the electricity sector
remains largely government owned with some private
sector developments.

Figure 6 shows the trends in annual construction
over the subsequent 25 years.
In 1990-91, public sector construction in this
group was $811.3 million in real terms and trended
downwards until 1997-98 when it was $430.9
million. From then on, public sector construction
increased in most years reaching a peak of $3.6
billion in 2011-12. Construction levels have fallen
in each of the subsequent three years. In 2014-15,
public sector construction was $1.8 billion, 21.7
per cent lower than the previous year. Since the
2010 IRC, public sector construction has fallen
by an average 8.4 per cent per year. The growth
spurt between 2007-08 and 2011-12 reflected
the now controversial upgrade of the electricity
transmission system.

The pipelines sector includes oil and gas pipelines,
urban gas mains and pipelines used in the
manufacturing sector. The majority of these assets
occur in the private sector.
In 1990-91, NSW engineering construction in the
electricity and pipeline sectors was $893.7 million
in real terms and accounted for 13.6 per cent of the
state’s infrastructure construction that year. Over
90 per cent was undertaken by the public sector.

Private sector engineering construction in this
group grew slowly and was still just $166.2 million
in 2004-05. There has been much stronger growth

FIGURE 6: TRENDS IN PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION IN
THE ELECTRICITY AND PIPELINE SECTORS, NSW, 1990-91 TO 2014-15
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since then, with activity peaks in 2008-09 and
2013-14. The last IRC in 2010 coincided with a lull
between peaks and a construction level of $743.4
million. Construction has increased by an average
annual 13.1 per cent since then and peaked two
years later than the public sector at $1.4 billion in
2013-14. Construction was 21.7 per cent lower
in 2014-15 at $1.1 billion. Overall, activity in the
electricity and pipeline sectors peaked at $4.4
billion in 2012-13, but has fallen sharply since. This
was initially because public sector activity was lower
from 2011-12, but reinforced by the fall in private
sector activity last year.

large share of electricity construction has been
investment in enhanced electricity transmission
facilities, continuing a program that commenced
in 2009-10. A large proportion of the rapid rise
in retail electricity prices two or three years ago
have been attributed to this program, together
with similar programs in other jurisdictions. There
has been no large-scale replacement of ageing
electricity generation assets in NSW. The focus
on transmission suggests there is little basis for
changing the assessment of NSW’s electricity
infrastructure.
In the gas sector, there has been construction
in support of coal seam gas developments and
progressive development of inter and intra state
distribution networks. The sector has experienced
significant difficulties due to controversies relating
to coal seam gas, the carbon price (since abolished),
and the global collapse in energy prices. At this
stage, the 2010 assessment should continue.

In 2010, Engineers Australia assessed NSW
electricity infrastructure to be less than adequate
and in need of major changes to be fit for purpose.
The state’s gas infrastructure was assessed as
adequate and also in need of major changes to
be fit for purpose. According to figures available
from the NSW Treasury’s Budget Papers, a

FIGURE 7: TRENDS IN PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION IN THE
WATER SUPPLY & SEWERAGE SECTORS, QUEENSLAND, 1990-91 TO 2014-15
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Water and
Sewerage
In 1990-91, NSW engineering construction on
water and sewerage was $848.5 million in real
terms and accounted for 12.9 per cent of the state’s
infrastructure construction. Construction was
dominated by the public sector, which undertook 88
per cent of the work completed. As shown in Figure 7,
although there were isolated high points in 1993-94
and 1995-96, annual construction was very low and
did not regularly exceed $1 billion until 2003-04. The
situation changed significantly in subsequent years.

In 2010, Engineers Australia assessed NSW
water and sewerage infrastructure as better than
adequate but in need of major changes to be fit
for purpose. Potable water infrastructure was
assessed to be good and needing minor updates
reflecting changes to major water storage systems
and the construction of the desalination plant
and this was included into the 2010 assessment.
Falling construction trends in water and sewerage
throughout the five years since 2010 suggest that,
in all likelihood, infrastructure status quo has been
maintained.

Figure 7 shows trends in water storage and supply,
sewerage and drainage construction over the
last 25 years, at 2012-13 constant prices. This
infrastructure includes:

Falling construction
trends in water and
sewerage throughout
the five years since
2010 suggest that,
in all likelihood,
infrastructure
status quo has been
maintained.

• Water storage and supply includes dams,
weirs and reservoirs, embankments for water
diversion, water pipelines, mains and treatment
plants, prevention and erosion, aqueducts
and water conduits and systems conveying
water to residences, commercial and industrial
establishments
• Sewerage and drainage includes sanitary and
storm sewers, sewerage treatment plants and
storm water drains and drainage systems.
In 1990-91, NSW public sector engineering
construction on water and sewerage was $745.6
million. As illustrated by the red line in Figure 7, a
lack of public sector construction was responsible
for the declining trend up to the turn of the century.
A growth phase began about 2004 and annual
construction levels rapidly increased to a peak
of $1.9 billion in 2008-09. This growth phase is
widely associated with the building of Sydney’s
water desalination plant at Kurnell. This plant
began operating in 2010. Public sector engineering
construction on water and sewerage has fallen in
five of the six years since peak construction. In
2014-15 it was $708.5 million in real terms, less
than its level in 1990-91.
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Telecommunications
During the early years covered by this review,
telecommunications facilities were predominantly in
public ownership. Commonwealth telecommunications
agencies began a process of merger and
corporatisation in 1989 and in 1995 the name
‘Telstra’ was adopted for Australian domestic business.
Privatisation began in 1997 and was completed
in 2007 with the transfer of the final tranche of
Commonwealth shares to the Future Fund. These
events had profound implications for the balance
between public and private components of engineering
construction on telecommunications facilities, which is
clearly evident in Figure 8.

construction on telecommunications in NSW hasn’t
increased, irrespective of the hype associated with
the development of the NBN.

Despite the large peaks in Figure 8, the troughs in
engineering construction on telecommunications
were quite shallow. In general, engineering

Since this trough, engineering construction on
telecommunications has grown substantially and
by 2014-15 reached $2.1 billion in real terms. This
growth was primarily due to the impact of the NBN,

In 1990-91, it was $1.3 billion in real terms
and accounted for 20.2 per cent of the state’s
infrastructure construction that year. Engineering
construction first peaked at $2.5 billion in 200102 and there was a second peak of $2.2 billion in
2006-07. This was followed by a contractionary
phase just after the completion of privatisation,
which saw engineering construction fall to $1.1
billion in real terms, a level of activity not a great
deal higher than in the early 1990s.

FIGURE 8: TRENDS IN PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS, NSW,
1990-91 TO 2014-15
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but it is important to note because rapid and recent
growth from the work completed in 2014-15 was
less in real terms than the pre-privatisation peak in
2006-07.

Is likely that the
status of NSW
telecommunications
infrastructure
has struggled
to maintain
its adequate
assessment.

The telecommunications engineering construction
covered by Figure 8 includes mobile phone, radio,
television, microwave and radar transmission
towers, telephone lines and underground cables and
coaxial cables.
In 2010, Engineers Australia assessed the NSW
telecommunications infrastructure as less than
adequate and in need of major changes. These
changes have been announced in the form of
the NBN. Irrespective of whether one favours
the original Labor Government design or the
subsequent design implemented by the current
Liberal Government, there has been insufficient
progress to have made much difference. On the
other hand, the demand for telecommunications
services has grown very rapidly, influenced by
population and economic growth and by the
extraordinary spread of technology. It is likely
that the status of NSW telecommunications
infrastructure has struggled to maintain its adequate
assessment.
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Infrastructure
overview
NON-INFRASTRUCTURE ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION

engineering construction on resources and heavy
industry was $55.9 billion in real terms, or 9.3 per
cent of the national outcome. While NSW peaked
that year, construction continued to increase for
another two years at the national level, peaking at
$60.0 billion in 2013-14. The NSW share of this
outcome was 5.4 per cent.

There are some elements of engineering
construction that fall outside our definition of
infrastructure. It is debatable whether recreational
facilities should be included in infrastructure or
not, but since construction in this area contributes
to economic growth, as does construction in the
resources and heavy industry sectors, we believe
it’s worth comparison. Tables 6 and 7 set out
annual statistics for these elements of engineering
construction in a form compatible with earlier
tables, allowing ready comparison to infrastructure
construction.

RECREATION AND OTHER
Both the public and private sectors are involved in
engineering construction of recreational facilities
and both sectors have some construction that
does not readily fall into other categories. The
construction involved is not insignificant: in 199091 it was $361.0 million in real terms, or 4.8 per
cent of engineering construction. In 2014-15,
it was $1.1 billion or 6.8 per cent of the state’s
engineering construction. Figure 10 illustrates the
trends over the past 25 years.

RESOURCES AND HEAVY INDUSTRY
Consider the resources and heavy industry sectors
first. Figure 9 shows that almost all the engineering
construction in these sectors is by the private
sector. In 1990-91, private sector construction
was $577.2 million in real terms and public sector
construction was $69.0 million. The combined
sector total was 8.5 per cent of the state’s
engineering construction.

Public sector engineering construction on recreation
and other was $129.8 million in 1990-91, about 2.2
per cent of public sector engineering construction.
Construction levels continued at fairly low levels,
rising above $200 million only in the lead-up years
to the Sydney Olympics and one or two years
afterwards. A more definite rising trend wasn’t
established until 2006-07. Construction increased
to a peak of $493.4 million in 2012-13 and has
since fallen to be $447.2 million in 2014-15.

Until about 2003-04, the trend in this construction
activity was quite flat, with construction in this year
marginally higher at $654.9 million in real terms.
But the relative significance of this component
had declined to 5.9 per cent of total engineering
construction. As Figure 9 shows, the subsequent
years were a pronounced boom with extraordinary
and rapid growth culminating in a peak of $5.2
billion in 2011-12. The significance of this change
to the state can be gauged by the fact that this peak
represented 22.3 per cent of NSW total engineering
construction that year. Since the peak, construction
in this group has fallen in each year to $2.2 billion in
real terms in 2014-15, which is 12.8 per cent of the
state’s total engineering construction.

In 1990-91, private sector engineering construction
was considerably higher than in the public sector,
with an outcome of $231.2 million or 12.5 per
cent of the sector’s engineering construction. Over
the subsequent years, private sector construction
ratcheted upwards and reached a peak of $1.1
billion in 2012-13. This was 9.5 per cent of the
sector’s engineering construction, a high share
considering the state’s component of the resources
boom was underway. Construction fell in the
subsequent two years to $695.4 million in 201415, still 9.1 per cent of the sector’s construction
outcome.

The NSW boom in resources and heavy industry
construction has obvious importance for the state,
but it is crucial to maintain perspective on these
figures. In the NSW peak year of 2011-12, national
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OVERVIEW OF NON-INFRASTRUCTURE
COMPONENTS

construction. Activity has subsequently halved and
was $3.2 billion in 2014-15. Together with the fall
in infrastructure construction discussed above, in
NSW overall engineering construction has fallen
by $6.3 billion in real terms, a fall of 27.3 per cent
since its peak two years ago.

Non-infrastructure components of engineering
construction are both large and important, and
have been dominated by the private sector.
Construction peaked at $6.7 billion in 2012-13 and
this was 29.2 per cent of the state’s engineering

TABLE 6: NON-INFRASTRUCTURE ELEMENTS OF PUBLIC ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION,
NSW 1990-91 TO 2014-15, $M IN 2012-13 PRICES
Year

Infrastructure

Resources & Heavy
Industry

Recreation & Other

Total Noninfrastructure

Total Engineering
Construction

1990-91

5491.2

69.0

129.8

198.8

5690.0

1991-92

5215.4

128.6

110.8

239.4

5454.8

1992-93

5571.9

59.7

99.2

159.0

5730.8

1993-94

5560.6

45.9

112.0

157.9

5718.4

1994-95

5706.4

7.4

82.6

90.0

5796.3

1995-96

5713.7

28.9

126.8

155.7

5869.3

1996-97

6009.6

37.8

143.9

181.8

6191.3

1997-98

6129.1

19.9

194.0

213.8

6342.9

1998-99

6206.8

20.9

245.8

266.8

6473.6

1999-00

6952.4

6.0

231.9

237.9

7190.3

2000-01

6760.6

16.1

145.0

161.1

6921.7

2001-02

6346.4

0.0

134.4

134.4

6480.8

2002-03

6612.9

0.0

153.2

153.2

6766.0

2003-04

6607.0

34.5

215.0

249.5

6856.6

2004-05

6882.3

2.2

203.3

205.5

7087.8

2005-06

7852.9

25.7

157.0

182.7

8035.7

2006-07

6806.7

102.5

266.8

369.4

7176.1

2007-08

7153.6

8.8

282.9

291.7

7445.3

2008-09

9659.2

2.3

293.6

295.9

9955.1

2009-10

10430.0

9.8

347.6

357.4

10787.4

2010-11

11305.4

5.4

321.3

326.7

11632.1

2011-12

11534.6

2.7

296.8

299.5

11834.2

2012-13

11076.6

27.5

493.4

520.9

11597.5

2013-14

9594.9

20.0

471.8

491.8

10086.7

2014-15

8753.8

5.0

447.2

452.2

9206.0
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TABLE 7: NON-INFRASTRUCTURE ELEMENTS OF PRIVATE ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION,
NSW 1990-91 TO 2014-15, $M IN 2012-13 PRICES

Year

Infrastructure

Resources & Heavy
Industry

Recreation & Other

Total Noninfrastructure

Total Engineering
Construction

1990-91

1035.2

577.2

231.2

808.4

1843.6

1991-92

922.1

542.6

143.3

685.9

1608.0

1992-93

661.5

471.9

147.6

619.5

1281.0

1993-94

932.7

536.8

117.9

654.8

1587.4

1994-95

1037.4

936.5

226.9

1163.4

2200.9

1995-96

1509.4

936.5

292.1

1228.6

2738.0

1996-97

1140.0

516.0

374.8

890.8

2030.8

1997-98

1156.7

610.9

392.2

1003.1

2159.9

1998-99

1377.9

803.7

346.7

1150.4

2528.3

1999-00

1593.9

457.5

346.9

804.4

2398.3

2000-01

1604.3

456.3

283.5

739.8

2344.1

2001-02

1037.8

591.0

249.0

840.0

1877.8

2002-03

1617.6

618.5

377.2

995.7

2613.3

2003-04

3109.2

620.4

479.0

1099.3

4208.5

2004-05

3965.4

912.6

521.0

1433.5

5399.0

2005-06

3951.1

843.3

523.5

1366.9

5318.0

2006-07

3819.6

1001.1

412.6

1413.8

5233.3

2007-08

4037.9

1503.0

427.3

1930.3

5968.1

2008-09

4005.7

2595.7

638.7

3234.3

7240.0

2009-10

3083.5

2757.2

714.8

3472.0

6555.5

2010-11

3781.1

3347.4

679.2

4026.5

7807.6

2011-12

4102.7

5199.3

795.9

5995.2

10097.9

2012-13

5285.6

5127.4

1094.5

6221.9

11507.5

2013-14

5254.7

3235.8

749.1

3984.9

9239.6

2014-15

4776.8

2145.4

695.4

2840.8

7617.6
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FIGURE 9: TRENDS IN PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION IN THE RESOURCES AND HEAVY
INDUSTRY SECTORS, NSW, 1990-91 TO 2014-15

FIGURE 10: TRENDS IN PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION ON RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND
‘OTHER’ CONSTRUCTION, NSW, 1990-91 TO 2014-15
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Looking Forward
While our review of infrastructure and engineering
construction completed may paint a fairly pessimistic
picture, it is at odds with the state Government’s
strong position on infrastructure development. This
is largely because the statistics examined measure
infrastructure and engineering construction work
completed each year, without considering projects
that are ongoing. Infrastructure projects by their very
nature have long gestation periods, so the statistics on
infrastructure and engineering construction completed
tells only part of the story.

levels will remain comparatively high, if not increase.
The green line in Figure 11 shows the trend
for new infrastructure commencements. Like
work completed, it is measured in constant
2012-13 prices. Between 2012-13 and 201314, infrastructure commencements fell from
$17.1 billion to $15.1 billion, the level in
2007-08. However, in 2014-15 infrastructure
commencements increased by more than this
drop, reaching $17,439.9 million. This level of
commencements is equivalent to 1.29 years of
work at the present rate of completions.

It’s simply not feasible to delve into project
gestation, but there are statistics that tell us how
much uncompleted work is still in the construction
system, as well as statistics on new work in
progress. This reduces the knowledge gap to
stages of project development prior to the actual
commencement of work.

Figures 12 and 13 divide the NSW infrastructure
pipeline into public and private sector components.
In each sector there is a large overhang of
uncompleted work in the system; in the public
sector it is equivalent to 2.26 years work at the
present rate of completion and in the private sector
it is equivalent to 2.16 years work. In both sectors,
the amount of uncompleted work is increasing
and commencements have increased after having
fallen the previous year. In the public sector,
commencements were equivalent to 1.37 years of
work at the present level of completions and in the
private sector equivalent to 1.14 years of work.

The underlying assumption is that, once started,
projects proceed through to completion. While
this may not always be the case—some projects
are moth-balled before completion—there is
no way to identify this effect other than to
note that uncompleted work will not register in
completion statistics.
For present purposes, we consider the trends
in Figure 11. The blue line is infrastructure
completed in NSW by the public and private
sectors combined. It repeats the information
in Figure 1. Consistent with earlier comments,
infrastructure work completed has fallen for the
past two years. The red line in Figure 11 represents
infrastructure construction underway that has not
been completed. This may include cost variations
during construction. At 30 June 2015 there was
$31.0 billion of uncompleted work in construction.
This compares to $13.6 billion in infrastructure
completed during 2014-15. In other words, at the
present rate of infrastructure completion there is
sufficient work outstanding for the next 2.23 years.
What’s more, the amount of uncompleted work is
increasing. Inevitably, some projects will take longer
to complete than others, but this construction will
be reflected in completion statistics in the next few
years. At the very least, infrastructure construction

While our review of
infrastructure and
engineering construction
completed may paint a
fairly pessimistic picture,
it is at odds with the state
Government’s strong
position on infrastructure
development.
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FIGURE 11: THE INFRASTRUCTURE PIPELINE IN NSW, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS

FIGURE 12: THE PUBLIC SECTOR INFRASTRUCTURE PIPELINE, NSW
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FIGURE 13: THE PRIVATE SECTOR INFRASTRUCTURE PIPELINE, NSW

FIGURE 14: THE PIPELINE OF NON-INFRASTRUCTURE ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION IN NSW,
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS
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The direction of change for the components
of infrastructure are summarised in Table 8. As
mentioned earlier, construction completions
increased in only two infrastructure components.
Completions in these areas accounted for 29 per
cent of infrastructure completed. For construction
yet to finish, there are also just two components
where increases were recorded, with falls in the
other three. The components where uncompleted
work increased were roads, bridges, railways
and harbours and accounted for 79 per cent
of uncompleted work. The increases here were
sufficiently strong to outweigh the falls in other
areas. In respect to new commencements, three
components recorded increases, one was stable
and one recorded a fall. Increased commencements
were recorded for roads, bridges, railways and
harbours and telecommunications and accounted
for 80 per cent of commencements, outweighing
the stable situation in water and sewerage and
reduced electricity commencements.

have on completions. However, at the very least,
infrastructure completions are likely to remain near
their present level for some years.
Figure 14 shows the trends in non-infrastructure
components of engineering construction,
principally the resource and heavy industry sectors
and recreation. As discussed earlier, during the
past decade engineering construction in these
components has reflected the status of the
resources boom.
The figure also shows that the impact of the NSW
resources boom is almost over. Completions of
engineering construction have fallen rapidly as
uncompleted construction works its way through
the system. But there is the equivalent of about
two years of work outstanding at the present rate
of completion. The key issue here is the impact of
commodity price falls on uncompleted projects.
New commencements have also fallen rapidly for
four successive years. Commencements in 2014-15
are less than the equivalent of a year’s work at the
present rate of completions. These figures suggest
that it will not be long before non-infrastructure
components of NSW engineering construction are
back to pre-resource boom levels.

In summary, new infrastructure commencements
and uncompleted work present a more optimistic
situation than infrastructure completions. Between
the two, at the present rate of completion, there
is 3.52 years of infrastructure work underway.
Without knowing the average duration to project
completion, it is difficult to say what impact this will

TABLE 8: OVERVIEW OF CHANGES, INFRASTRUCTURE COMPONENTS, NSW PIPELINE
Component

Commencements

Completed

Yet to Finish

Roads

↑

↓

↑

Bridges etc

↑

↑

↑

Electricity etc

↓

↓

↓

Water & Sewerage

≡

↓

↓

Telecommunications

↑

↑

↓

Infrastructure

↑

↓

↑
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Conclusion
In the seven years prior to the 2010 IRC, the NSW
population grew by 7.9 per cent and the size of
its economy grew by 11.2 per cent. These factors
combined with cumulative infrastructure construction
of $81.9 billion between 2003-04 and 2009-10
improved Engineers Australia’s assessment of the
state’s infrastructure from ‘C-’ to ‘C’. In other words,
average annual infrastructure construction of $11.7
billion in real terms resulted in a marginal improvement.

from its 2010 rating; that is, adequate and in need
of major change.
During the last election campaign, the NSW
Government put forward bold infrastructure plans
contingent on the privatisation of some existing
infrastructure assets. The scope of these plans was
consistent with a need to significantly increase
infrastructure investment. It is also consistent with
the overview conveyed by the trends analysed in
this report. NSW infrastructure is in the process of
being improved, and this is evident in the trends
for new infrastructure commencements and the
amount of uncompleted infrastructure work in
the system. As this work is completed there will
be a more robust basis for upgrading the NSW
infrastructure rating.

Since the 2010 IRC, the population has grown a
further 5.7 per cent and the economy has grown
by another 8.8 per cent. Cumulative infrastructure
construction was $75.5 billion, lower because
of the shorter time period, but average annual
construction is 29.1 per cent higher at $15.1 billion
per year. On face value, these figures suggest that
there has been an overall improvement in the
state’s infrastructure. However, 49.2 per cent of
the increase in average annual construction was on
roads and 37.4 per cent was on electricity and gas
infrastructure; the remaining 13.4 per cent of the
increase was spread across remaining asset classes.

NSW infrastructure is
in the process of being
improved, and this is
evident in the trends
for new infrastructure
commencements
and the amount
of uncompleted
infrastructure work
in the system. As this
work is completed
there will be a more
robust basis for
upgrading the NSW
infrastructure rating.

Keeping earlier comments in mind, the increase
in road funding suggests that there has been
improvement in that area. Given persistent road
congestion in major urban areas, the degree of
improvement is not likely to be great. We previously
noted that a large part of the construction
in electricity and gas was on upgrading the
transmission network, but there has been little
change in replacing ageing generation assets.
The remaining increase in annual infrastructure
construction was in the bridges, railway and ports
category, which reflects work to improve ports and
the start of major investment in urban railways. At
this stage, neither area has improved dramatically,
although there is considerable future promise.
These results suggest that there has been some
improvement in NSW electricity infrastructure,
but this change will not necessarily be regarded
as an improvement by all. At this stage one can
say there has been considerable road construction
that has not led to reduction in congestion. On
balance, combined with the downwards trajectory
in infrastructure completed, we believe there is no
basis for changing the status of NSW infrastructure
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